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Abstract: The physical characteristics of water sprays profoundly influence the efficacy with which
fires are extinguished. One of the most important physical characteristics of water sprays is the
median diameter of the water droplets. However, this parameter is difficult to measure without
resorting to the use of specialised equipment. Furthermore, the distribution of the size of water
droplets and their initial velocity are profoundly sensitive to the pressure at the nozzle head. This
paper presents a simple technique to determine the median droplet size of a water spray produced
by a nozzle. The method required only two experiments to determine the mass flux distribution
generated by a nozzle operating at two known pressures. A computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
program was then used to estimate the median diameter of the water spray under these conditions.
The median droplets generated when the nozzle was operating under a different pressure can be
calculated using an established empirical relationship. The approach advocated in this paper is
supported by invoking Whewell’s principle of consilience of inductions. This was achieved by
observing that the CFD software accurately predicts the mass flux distribution when the new pressure
and estimated median diameter of the droplets were used as inputs. This provides independent
evidence that the proposed approach has some merit. The findings of this research may contribute to
establish a technique in calculating the median diameter of droplets when direct measurement of
droplet diameter is not available.

Keywords: water-mist; droplet diameter; computational fluid dynamics; flux density distribution; FDS

1. Introduction

Water-mist fire suppression systems (WMFSS) represent a promising technology for
various applications within the field of fire protection due to their low demand for water
and their highly effective fire suppression capability [1]. The water-mist spray comprises
fine mists with a higher surface area/volume ratio, resulting in rapid evaporation [2].
However, the efficacy of water-mist sprays in suppressing fires is strongly influenced by
the characteristics of the sprays [3,4]. These characteristics are ultimately governed by the
initial spray parameters [5]. One of the most important of them is the initial droplet size.
Particularly, drop-size distribution and characteristic diameter (volume mean diameter or
median diameter) of the spray yield to a clear representation of the atomisation degree [6,7].

The median droplet size of a spray can be determined experimentally using one of the
several laser-based methods that are available. Numerous research studies have been per-
formed to investigate the characteristics diameter of spray, including other parameters such
as droplet size distribution, volumetric mean diameter (VMD), spray pattern, coverage area
and so on for sprinkler and water-mist nozzle. Some of the early research was conducted
on the water density and drop size distribution of the early suppression fast response
ESFR sprinkler by Yao [8], Yu and Symonds [9], Yu [10] and Chen [11]. Montero et al. [12]
performed experiments to measure droplet size distribution produced by a sprinkler using
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an optical spectropluviometer. They also investigated the effect of working pressure and
nozzle size on the size distribution of droplets. Dwomoh et al. [13] conducted experiments
to gain information about its droplet size distribution in the wind, using the laser precip-
itation monitor. Santangelo [7] conducted a study to investigate the characteristics of a
water-mist spray produced by a typical atomiser at high operative pressure (in the range
60–80 bar). They used laser-diffraction-based instruments to evaluate drop size, and particle
image velocimetry (PIV) technique to determine the spray’s velocity field and spray-cone
angle. The specialised techniques for determining spray characteristics are also reported
by Wang et al., 2008 [14], which generate data on the multiple scattering attenuation of
light in dense sprays of water-mist. The first concern is that these laser-based methods
are very expensive and require specialised techniques. The second concern is that the size
distribution of water droplets and their initial velocity are susceptible to the pressure at the
nozzle head [15]. Therefore, with regard to experimental studies, the drop size of sprays
has represented a challenge for decades as a parameter to be quantitatively determined [7].
Furthermore, research in the domain of water spray systems remains important due to the
complexity involved in predicting the interaction between the water sprays and the fire
environment [15].

In recent years, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models have been increasingly
used to investigate the growth and suppression of fires, including the dynamics of sprays [3].
There can be an alternative way to use a CFD-based model to determine the spray pa-
rameters of a water mist nozzle. The median diameter (VMD) of droplets is one of the
spray parameters used to define the spray characteristics. Therefore, this paper suggests a
relatively simple technique for determining the median droplet size from a nozzle spray.
This technique requires only two simple experiments to determine the mass flux distribu-
tion generated by a spray nozzle operating at two known pressures and a CFD model to
estimate the median diameter of the water spray under these conditions. In this work, a Fire
Dynamic Simulator (FDS) is used to simulate the spray. FDS is a widely used open-source
CFD model, which is used to simulate the spread and suppression of fires in buildings
[16–21]. The capability of a FDS in predicting the spray dynamics [16–20] and distribution
of volume flux density of water droplets [3] was also validated in the previous studies.

The findings of this research may contribute to establishing a technique in calculating
the median diameter of droplets when direct measurement of droplet size is not attainable.
Furthermore, most of the CFD-based model uses the median size of droplets as the charac-
teristic diameter of a spray, which represents the degree of atomisation of the spray [7,15].
Therefore, the outcome of this study can be used as the input parameter for the numerical
tools for modelling the fire and water-mist interaction. This study will also be useful in
agricultural irrigation, energy, transport and many other industrial technologies where
water spray atomisation is essential.

2. Methodology

Firstly, an experiment was conducted where a water-mist nozzle was operated at a
particular pressure (P1). The water of the spray was collected on a set of water collection
trays on the floor. The distribution of flux density of water droplets produced by a water-
mist nozzle was quantified for the particular flow pressure (P1) in the experiment. The
flow rate of water and the angle of the spray was also measured in the experiment. After
that, a numerical tool, FDS, was used to simulate the experiment. A number of simulations
were performed with a range of droplet sizes, and the distribution of flux density of
water droplets for each size of droplet was calculated. Subsequently, the numerical results
were compared with the experimental data. When the numerical distribution data were
matched with the experimental data, the corresponding droplet size could be taken as the
hypothetical median size of droplets (dm1) of the spray. This droplet size was considered to
correspond to reality. Therefore, it was proposed that a mathematical relationship could
be used to determine the second median diameter of droplets (dm2) for a different flow
pressure (P2). If the numerical tool can accurately simulate the second set of flux distribution
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of water droplets using dm2 and P2, then we can be confident that the numerical tool is
well-validated. Therefore, dm1 and dm2 can be considered as the actual droplet sizes of
sprays corresponding to the P1 and P2, respectively.

According to Fleming [22], the median droplet diameter of a spray has been empirically
found to be inversely proportional to the one-third power of water pressure and directly
proportional to the two-third power of the diameter of the nozzle orifice, i.e.,

dm ∝
D2/3

P1/3 . (1)

Here dm is the median size of droplets, D is the diameter of the orifice and P is the
pressure of the water flow. Hence, for a particular nozzle, the correlation between the two
median diameters of droplets corresponding to the two different pressures can be expressed as

dm1

dm2
=

(
P2

P1

)1/3
(2)

The water flow pressure (P1) had already been determined in the first experiment.
The corresponding median diameter of droplets (dm1) was determined from the same
experiment and a set of simulations using the data of flux density distribution of water
droplets. A second experiment was conducted with a different flow pressure (P2), and the
corresponding data of the distribution of flux density of water spray was collected. Using
Equation (2), the median diameter of droplets (dm2) of the spray was calculated for P2. The
flow rate of water and the angle of the spray was also measured in the experiment. Finally,
this droplet size, the corresponding pressure, and other spray parameters were used as
input parameters for the spray in the numerical model. If the numerical distribution of
flux density of water matches the experimental measurements, we can conclude that the
numerical model can predict the distribution of flux density of water droplets. We can
be confident that hypothetical median droplet sizes dm1 and dm2 are the actual median
droplet diameters at pressures P1 and P2, respectively. Therefore, we can estimate the
median droplet diameters corresponding to different flow pressures using this method.
The execution of this methodology is presented in detail in the following sections.

3. Experimental Setup

An experimental rig was fabricated to quantify the flux density distribution of the
spray emanated from a nozzle. The setup of the test rig is shown in Figure 1. A single
orifice water-mist nozzle was used to produce the spray. The diameter of the orifice was
1.524 mm. The nozzle’s orifice is positioned at the centre in the body of the nozzle and
discharges an axisymmetric spray around the nozzle axis. A schematic of the single-orifice
nozzle used in the experiment is presented in Figure 2. A pump with a capacity of 400 bars
was used to supply water from a water reservoir to the nozzle. A water collection tray of
2 m × 2 m × 0.1 m in size was positioned on the floor to collect the water from the spray.
The nozzle head was placed 2.3 m above the floor, and the centre of the water collection
tray was directly underneath the nozzle head. The tray was divided into 400 boxes, and the
dimension of each box was 10 cm × 10 cm × 10 cm. The pump was operated to produce
the spray at the end of the nozzle, and the collection of water was delayed until a stable
spray was observed. The water of the spray was collected on the tray for 180 s, and the
accumulation of water in the boxes was measured. The distribution of flux density of the
spray on the tray was expressed in terms of L/m2/min.

The angle of the spray was measured from the photographs of the experiment. It was
performed by taking a photograph of the spray during the experiment. Afterwards, the
angle of the spray was determined by processing the image. A photograph of the spray and
a schematic of the measurement technique of the angle of spray are presented in Figure 2.
The parameters of the angle of spray, the height of spray, and the water flow rate of the
experiments were used as input in the FDS simulation.
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4. Numerical Model

Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS), version 6, was used for the numerical modelling of the
spray distribution, and the accompanying programme, Smokeview, was used to visualise
the model. In FDS, a finite difference technique was applied to solve partial differential
equations of conservation of mass, momentum and energy.

FDS takes a sample of spherical droplets to calculate the distribution pattern. The
droplet size distribution is expressed in terms of its cumulative volume fraction (CVF),
which is represented by a combination of log-normal and Rosin–Rammler distributions [23].

F(d) =


(2π)−

1
2

DCVF∫
0

(σD)−1e
[ln( D

Dm
)]

2

2σ2 dD (DCVF ≤ Dm)

1− e−0.693(DCVF/Dm)γ
(DCVF > Dm)

(3)

where D is the generic droplet diameter and Dm is the median droplet diameter. The
median droplet diameter is a function of the sprinkler/nozzle orifice diameter, operating
pressure and geometry. γ and σ are empirical constants used for curve-fitting of distribution
patterns, and they are equal to 2.4 and 0.6, respectively.

In FDS, water droplet transport is modelled by a Lagrangian approach. The velocity
and position of the droplets are calculated from the theory of conservation of momentum.
The position and velocity of each droplet are computed from the following equations.

d
dt
(
mvp

)
= mg− 1

2
ρCdπr2(vp − va

)∣∣vp − va
∣∣ (4)

dxp

dt
= vp (5)
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where the drag coefficient, Cd, depends on the following function of the Reynolds number
(Re) based on the droplet-air relative velocity.

Cd =


24/Re Re < 1

24
(
0.85 + 0.15Re0.687)/Re 1 < Re < 1000

0.44 Re > 1000
(6)

The Re of the droplets is defined by

Re =
ρ|vd − va| 2r

µ(T)
(7)

where µ(T) is the dynamic viscosity of air at temperature T. Details of these models are
available in the FDS technical guide [23]. It is worthy to mention that FDS is well-validated to
predict the distribution of flux density when the median droplet size of a spray is known [3].

A computational domain with dimensions of 2 m × 2 m × 2.4 m was generated to
represent the experimental setup. The domain setup of the computational model is shown
in Figure 3. The green dots on the floor signify the points where the accumulation rate of
water was calculated in the simulation. The floor was divided into 400 compartments, each
10 cm × 10 cm in the XY plane so that mass flux distribution could be established similar to
the experiment.
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The numerical outcomes of a model are sensitive to the size of the mesh of the com-
putational domain [24]. As the grid size of a mesh was refined, it was expected that the
results would approach that of the continuous governing equations. Therefore, a grid
sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate the convergence of the numerical results.
The cubic grid sizes of 10 cm, 5 cm and 2.5 cm (all same in the x, y and z directions) were
tested. The distribution of flux density of the spray for all of the grid sizes was calculated
and compared. It was found that the distribution of flux density for 2.5 cm and 5 cm cell
sizes were almost identical. Therefore, a mesh of 5 cm cell size was used to discretise the
computational domain.

The simulation of water spray was run for an elapsed physical time of 65 s; the nozzle
was activated from the beginning of the simulation and terminated after 60 s. The additional
5 s were used to allow the water drops of the spray to fall down from the nozzle, based on
preliminary observations.

The input parameters of the spray were assigned to the CFD model (FDS) for the
simulation. The parameters were the median diameter of droplets, water flow rate, angle
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of spray and height of spray. Those parameters (except median diameter of droplets) were
quantified in the experiments and used as input variables in the numerical model. The input
variables used in the model are presented in Table 1. Median diameters of droplets in the
spray were varied as mentioned in the methodology, and the Rosin–Rammler log-normal
distribution pattern was used to distribute droplet sizes. The water accumulation rate on
the tray was calculated in the numerical model. A flow chart of the numerical analysis for
determining of median diameter of droplets is presented in Figure 4. The details of the
working steps of domain setup of a numerical model and operation procedures of an FDS
model are available in the FDS user’s guide [25].

Table 1. The input variables for the numerical model.

Parameter Value Unit

Orifice diameter 1.524 mm
Orientation (azimuthal angle) 0 degree
Flow pressure (P1) 34.5 bar
Flow pressure (P2) 75.8 bar
Spray height 2.3 m
Spray angle 65 degree
Spray pattern type Solid cone -
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5. Results and Discussion

In the first experiment, the flux density distribution of the spray was measured when
the operating pressure, P1, was 34.5 bar. Then, the numerical simulation was conducted
with the droplet sizes of 300, 350, 400 and 500 µm, and the mass flux density distribution
for each droplet size was calculated. The numerical results of the distribution of water
spray were compared with that of the experimental data. When the numerical distribution
data matched with the experimental data, the corresponding droplet size was taken to be
the hypothetical median diameter of the droplets (dm1) of the spray. A comparison of the
numerical value with the experimental data is shown in Figure 5. The hypothetical median
size of droplets of the spray in the first experiment was considered as 350 µm at 34.5 bar.

As mentioned in the methodology, a second experiment was carried out using a
pressure, P2, of 75.8 bar, and the spray’s corresponding flux density distribution data
was measured. Afterwards, the expected dm2 of the spray was calculated for P2 by using
Equation (2). The calculated median diameter of droplets for the spray in the second
experiment was 275 µm. Now, this droplet size and the corresponding pressure were
used in the FDS software to generate the spray, and the flux density distribution of water
spray was computed in the model. The numerical distribution data of flux density were
compared with the experimental data. The results are presented in Figure 6. It was found
that the numerical data closely matched the experimental measurement. As a result, it
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appears that the hypothetical median diameter of droplets of 350 and 275 µm are the actual
median diameter of droplets in the experiments at pressures 34.5 and 75.8 bar, respectively.
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The standard uncertainty analysis of the experimental measurement is discussed here.
A statistical analysis has been performed to calculate the uncertainty of measurements based
on the least-squares method described in reference [26]. Measurements of the distribution
of flux densities produced by the spray have an average experimental uncertainty of
0.103 L/m2/min, as also discussed in the previous article of these authors [3]. As a result,
the levels of this uncertainty imply that the measured data from the experiments may vary
by as much as the equivalent level of uncertainty.

Therefore, the method presented in this paper can be useful to determine the median
size of droplets of a water spray. The reasonable accuracy of this method is supported by
Whewell’s [27] principle of consilience of inductions, which relies on the concordance of
evidence from different sources. In this case, evidence converges from both the empirical
relationship between the operating pressure and the median diameter of the droplets, and
the distribution of simulated mass flux generated by the spray nozzle operating under the
hypothesised conditions.

6. Conclusions

This paper has suggested a simple technique for determining the median droplet size
of a water spray produced by a nozzle. Only two experiments were required in this method
to determine the mass flux distribution of water droplets generated by a spray nozzle
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operating at two known pressures along with a reliable numerical model for simulating
those experiments. A CFD-based model (FDS) was used by trialling different droplet
sizes until the mass flux distribution was matched with the results of the first experiment.
The FDS did indeed accurately predict the mass flux distribution when the new pressure
and estimated median diameter of the droplets were used as inputs. The result shows
that the median droplet size was 350 µm at 34.5 bar flow pressure and 275 µm at 75.8 bar.
Uncertainty analysis of experimental measurements of the flux density distribution of water
droplets was performed and discussed in this study. Furthermore, support for the method
has been strengthened by invoking Whewell’s principle of consilience of inductions [27].
The findings of this research may contribute to establishing a technique in calculating the
median diameter of droplets when direct measurement of droplet diameter is not available.
Furthermore, the median diameter of the droplet can be used as input parameters in the
CFD-based numerical model to simulate the water spray of a nozzle and its interaction
with fire. However, further study with direct measurements of droplet sizes is required to
provide more confidence in the proposed technique.
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